
Fallen Man  

Early signs

Different times

Playpen 

Lion’s den

Fits of rage

Misdirected pain

I turned to thunder

I turned to hunger

I turned on myself

Starved of love

I starved myself

I was left out on the shelf

Crying wolf

By wolves I was raised 

I was a little girl 

Hungry

For praise

Sixteen

Life was simple

Sixteen

Sex symbol

Self esteem 

Beauty queen

Seventeen

Crime scene 

This charming man

Some days I can still feel his hands


116 123

Will someone please just help me sleep

Bloody sheets

A and E

Bandaged arm

Crisis alarm

Waiting rooms

Waiting lists

Does any body give a shit?




Liquor runs 

Bleeding gums

Nightmare waking 

Body shaking 

Comfortably numb

The damage is done

Pulling out prescriptions 

To pacify and placate me 

Will someone please just come and sedate me

My patience is wearing thin

The drugs are wearing off

Is this my life

Or Vladimir Nabokov?


Maniac 

Panic attack

Panic stations

I am so sick of being a patient

When did my life become such a car crash

I spent four weeks in bed

Like a fourposter life raft 

Twenty one

Planning funeral wreaths 

Georgia can you please just brush your teeth 


I regret to inform you your appointment has been cancelled

I regret to inform you i’m losing my grip of this handle


Apology notes

To those I loved the most 

Repeating cycles

Destructive spiral

January

My mind is scary 

This weight is crippling 

Is anybody listening 

Suffering in silence 

My thoughts are getting violent 

Holding it in

But not holding it together 

My mind is a storm

I can’t seem to weather 

Hospital stints 

June

November 

Will someone please just make me feel better




I don’t know how much more I can take 

It’s only a matter of time before I’m due to break 

What do I have to do to get you to hear me

It seems every time I try I just make you fear me 

I’m a danger to myself but I promise not others 

I set myself on fire then cried out for my mother


My torment is silent

It’s not even visible

I am walking wound

But this wound isn’t psychical 


Do I have to reach crisis for you to believe me

Do dig my own grave just to get you to see me


If a man falls in the woods 

And no one is around

Does that fallen man still

Make a sound?
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